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ABOUT ABC

BRAND OVERVIEW

For 25 years ABC has been the No.1 source of
news and information for bus operators.

INSIDE
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The landmark Transport Census, a survey of
962 operators undertaken by market research
firm The Seed, found 90 per cent ‘frequently’
or ‘regularly’ read the monthly magazine.
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Additionally, 34 per cent ‘frequently’ or
‘regularly’ visit ABC’s website BusNews.com.
au and read its weekly e-news bulletin.
The survey also confirmed ABC readers are
decision makers, with 69 per cent owners
or managers of businesses with 1-10 (35 per
cent), 11-100 (28 per cent) and 100+ (12 per
cent) vehicles and responsible for purchases
of: vehicles; parts/accessories; servicing/
maintenance; recruitment/training; finance/
insurance; health/safety; computer hardware/
software; and telecommunications.

Monthly ABC magazine delivers the best
equipment reviews as well as coverage of
the latest industry news and issues, profiles
of leading operators, and exclusive bus sales
data and used bus classifieds, the latter now
also available online at TradeBuses.com.au.

I eagerly anticipate ABC each month
not only as a current source of industry news and
information but entertainment and history.

MASTER PLAN
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Daily online ABC breaks the big stories of
relevance to operators — conveniently delivered
to the inboxes of leading operators every Friday.

OUR READERS

Barnard backed as
BusWA’s new boss

Airport expansion
hits the tarmac

The reason is simple: only ABC delivers the
news and information operators need to
effectively run their businesses.

PICTURED:
Tasmania’s Own
Redline Workshop
Manager Martin East,
ABC, November 2013

ADAM’S APPLE

COOL FOR

ROSY ROSA

Strong selling shuttle
shines in Sydney

And annually in print and 24-7 online,
NewBusSearch is widely recognised as
Australia’s No.1 bus buyers’ guide.
With such reach and frequency it’s no
wonder Australasian bus and coach
operators choose ABC to keep their
BUSinesses moving!

THE ABC FOOTPRINT*

4,317

1,310

4,201
WEBSITE
VISITATION

MAGAZINE
CIRCULATION

* Weekly distribution of
e-newsletter

* Av. monthly unique visitors
Jan-June 2014

* Monthly CAB audited
circulation Sept 2014

E-NEWSLETTER
DISTRIBUTION

ABC MAGAZINE

MAGAZINE OVERVIEW

Magazines are still the preferred source of
industry news and information for bus and coach
operators.
Some 75 per cent of respondents to the
Transport Census said magazines were their
preferred source of industry information, ahead of
websites (52 per cent), newspapers (49 per cent),
trade shows (41 per cent), e-newsletters (29 per
cent), TV (24 per cent) and radio (18 per cent).

INSIDE

AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST BUS CLASSIFIEDS
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And ABC is their preferred magazine.
class
ds touch of
Operator ad

The Transport Census found 90 per cent
‘frequently’ or ‘regularly’ read the publication,
with 84 per cent saying they read all or most of
it, spending an average of 1 hour and 40 minutes
reading each issue.
After reading, 92 per cent keep the magazine for
future reference or share with colleagues.

CONFERENCE CALL

The reason is simple: respondents say ABC is a
vital tool for their job and is the only place to keep
abreast of industry news and issues.
As the management magazine for bus and coach
operators, only ABC delivers coverage of the
latest industry news, in-depth analysis of the
key issues facing operators, case studies of
how operators are dealing with them, advice
from industry experts on a diverse range of
business issues, the best equipment news and
reviews in the country, and a highly popular

MAGAZINE READERSHIP*

The Transport Census found ABC readers are
responsible for purchasing decisions in new and
used vehicles, parts and accessories, servicing and
maintenance, finance and insurance, health and
safety, recruitment and training, and information
and communications technologies.

OUR READERS
ABC is a great way to keep upto-date with industry information
and developments. It is a vital tool in
understanding the industry.
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Gold Coast winner
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Transport leaders
meet in Sydney

CITY SHAPING

.
SEE DETAILS INSIDE

Canberra project
ready to roll

series of buyers’ guides — as well as exclusive
bus sales data and used bus classifieds.
With its circulation officially audited every six
months, ABC magazine is the only industry
publication that is guaranteed to be read by
4,317 industry decision makers every month.
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%

%

operate 1-10 vehicles

75

%

40

operate 11-100+ vehicles

say magazines are their preferred source
of industry news and information

%

PICTURED:
Paramount Tours’
Laura and Sal Di Leva,
ABC, February 2013

are owners, department managers and operations
managers with an average income of $64,000

39

%

employ 1-10 staff

54

34 34 69
%

%

%

READ
ABC’s Weekly
E-Newsletter

VISIT
ABC’s Daily
News Site

DON’T READ
Just Trucks
Magazine

%

employ 11-100+ staff

Circulation 4,317
CIRCULATIONS
AUDIT BOARD

(September 2014)

* SOURCE: Transport Census, The Seed, Sydney

BUSNEWS.COM.AU

DIGITAL OVERVIEW

As an increasingly technology-dependent sector
often on the move, it’s not surprising websites
and e-newsletters are rating more highly as key
sources of news and information for Australasia’s
bus and coach operators.
Some 52 per cent of respondents to the
Transport Census cited industry websites as an
important source of intelligence, while 29 per cent
agreed e-newsletters are also a valued source of
information.
ABC is clearly their preferred source, with 34 per
cent saying they ‘frequently’ or ‘regularly’ visit
BusNews.com.au and read its weekly e-news
bulletin.
Quality and quantity of content is the major
drawcard.
Daily BusNews.com.au breaks the big business
and industry news stories of direct relevance
to operators – conveniently delivered into the
inboxes of industry decision makers every Friday.
The website, now available in smartphone and

tablet-optimised formats, also features ABC’s
exclusive monthly bus sales data and Australia’s
largest used buses marketplace – as well as a
growing library of bus tests and industry events
captured on video.
This positive rating has underpinned strong traffic
growth, with BusNews.com.au attracting an
average 4,544 unique browsers a month in the
period January-October 2014.
Importantly, 50 per cent of visitors come through
organic search, delivering advertisers greater
reach beyond the core magazine readership.

ONLINE AUDIENCE GROWTH 2013-2014

2013

JANUARY - OCTOBER*

151,564

Page Impressions

145,053

59,695

Visits

72,770

OUR READERS
ABC magazine helps us to keep up
to date with what is happening in
the bus industry and informs us of new
products and services available to keep our
business running smoothly.
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45,444
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NEWBUSSEARCH OVERVIEW

THE NO1. BUS BUYERS’ GUIDE
In print and online, NewBusSearch is Australia’s
No.1 bus buyers’ guide. Operators rely on it
when researching, comparing and choosing new
equipment, making it a highly-effective medium to
connect with buyers during a crucial stage of the
decision-making process.
Annually in print, NewBusSearch presents
specifications of all makes/models across the key
categories of complete buses, chassis, bodies,
air-conditioning, seating, parts and accessories.
The specifications are supported by reviews of
the latest product releases as well as analysis
of ABC’s exclusive bus sales data for the year,
further enhancing its value as a buyers’ guide.
And with the launch of its digital platform
TradeBuses.com.au, housed under
Tradetrucks.com.au, buyers can undertake more
refined searches of all makes/models online and
achieve more powerful results 24-7, as well as
access the latest product news and reviews.
And once the online search is over, users can
submit enquiries to the relevant manufacturer or
dealer, either by phone, email or mobile site.

For buyers, the benefits are clear. Most
respondents to a recent user survey said they
would return to the site, noting it was ‘reliable’ and
‘easy to navigate’.
For suppliers the benefits are also significant.
NewBusSearch, in print and online, enables
suppliers to reach active buyers at a key stage in
the decision-making process.
The Transport Census found more than half of
ABC’s readers are planning to buy a bus over the
next 12 months; while a recent user survey found
over 95 per cent are considering buying a new
bus in the next year, with two-thirds intending to
spend up to $500,000 on their next purchase.

NEWBUSSEARCH ‘FOOTPRINT’*

OUR READERS
ABC keeps me in touch with all
aspects of the Australasian bus and coach
industry in a single publication.

14,836
E-NEWSLETTER
* Number of TradeTrucks.com.au
eDMs sent per week

69,732

4,000

UNIQUE
VISITORS

MAGAZINE
CIRCULATION

* Av. monthly unique visitors to
TradeTrucks.com.au Jan-Oct 2014

* Circulation of
NewBusSearch magazine

TRADEBUSES.COM.AU OVERVIEW

THE NO.1 USED BUS MARKETPLACE
As Australasia’s largest-circulating bus magazine,
ABC delivers the greatest market reach for sellers
of used buses, parts and accessories, and other
related products and services.
The landmark Transport Census found 89 per
cent of readers are involved in at least one area
of decision-making, with a particular focus on
vehicles, parts and accessories, and servicing
and maintenance.
Indeed, 61 per cent predicted they would
increase purchasing decisions on parts in the
next 12 months, 54 per cent said they would
lift their purchasing decisions on accessories,
53 per cent suggested they would make more
purchasing decisions on new and used vehicles,
and 52 percent forecast greater purchasing
decisions on servicing and maintenance.
To cater for this demand, each month ABC
magazine includes a dedicated marketplace
showcasing used buses, parts and accessories,
and associated products and services for sale.
Unique to the market, ABC’s classifieds section
ranks among the most-read sections in the
magazine.
The Transport Census found it is a crucial reason
for the magazine’s market-leading readership,
with 77 per cent citing classifieds as their
‘favourite’ section.
For sellers ABC’s classifieds section provides a
highly-effective platform to reach a CAB-audited
4,317 potential buyers each and every month.

OUR READERS
I love reading the
editorials and also the
classifieds in Australasian Bus
& Coach magazine.

FAST FACTS*
5.22m
PICTURED: South
Bundy Buses’ Richard
Hayes, ABC,
February 2014

AVERAGE TIME
SPENT ONLINE

And with the January 2013 launch of ABC’s new
used bus classifieds website, TradeBuses.com.
au, a sub-domain of TradeTrucks.com.au, buyers
can view more than 300 used buses for sale in
a rich database searchable by equipment type,
make/model, price and location – 24-7.
Sellers, meanwhile, can list all stock online,
reaching a wider audience that averaged 69,732
unique visitors a month in the period JanuaryOctober 2014 – with searches of buses for sale
rating among the most popular on the site.
With such reach and frequency it’s not
surprising that in print, and online, ABC is the
No.1 medium to reach buyers of buses, parts
and accessories, and related products and
services Australia-wide!

69,732

UNIQUE VISITORS

12

656,575
PAGE

IMPRESSIONS
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INDUSTRY EVENTS

INDUSTRY SUPPORT
ABC is a major supporter of the Australian bus and coach industry with representation at all key
industry shows and events.
And we won’t be doing things by half in 2015.
ABC is set to have a significant presence at all major bus and coach shows throughout the year in
its capacity as official media partner of all key state and national events.
Starting with the Queensland Bus Industry Council Annual Conference in April, ABC has been
appointed media partner for the BusVic Maintenance Conference & Bus Expo on July 8-9 as well as
the Bus Industry Confederation Annual Conference on November 8-11.
With ABC magazine distributed to all attendees of these events, myriad opportunities exist for
suppliers to promote their products and services on the back of our unrivalled involvement in these
industry shows and events.

2015 SCHEDULE
WHAT: 	Queensland Bus Industry
Council Annual Conference
WHERE: Cairns, Queensland
WHEN:

April 10-11, 2015

WHAT:

Bus NSW Conference

WHERE: Hunter Valley, NSW
WHEN:

TBA

WHAT: 	BusVic Maintenance
Conference & Bus Expo
WHERE: Melbourne, Victoria
WHEN:

July 8-9, 2015

WHAT: 	Chartered Institute of Logistics
& Transport (CILTA) Australia
Annual Awards for Excellence
WHERE: TBC
WHEN:

TBC

WHAT: 	Bus Industry Confederation (BIC)
Annual Conference
WHERE: November 8-11, 2015
WHEN:

Singapore

FAST FACTS

ABC is a major supporter of
the Australian bus and coach
industry with representation at
all key industry shows and events.

PRINT RATES, DEADLINES, SPECS

DIGITAL RATES & SPECS

PUBLISHING SCHEDULE

BUSNEWS.COM.AU

MONTH/ISSUE

SPECIAL FEATURE / EVENT

MATERIAL DEADLINE

ON SALE

AD SPACE

Jan/329

NA

08/01/15

20/01/15

Leaderboard – ROS 100%

SIZE (PIXELS)

PRICE

728 x 90

$1,800

Feb/330

NA

05/02/15

17/02/15

Medium rectangle 1 – ROS 100%

300 x 250

$1,500

Mar/331

QBIC Conference

05/03/15

17/03/15

Medium rectangle 2 – ROS 100%

300 x 250

$1,200

Apr/332

Seating Buyers Guide

09/04/15

21/04/15

Skyscraper Gutters – ROS 100%

160 x 600

$120 PER DAY

May/333

NA

07/05/15

19/05/15

Jun/334

BusVic Maintenance & Coach Conference & Expo

04/06/15

16/06/15

BUSNEWS WEEKLY EDM

Jul/335

Parts & Accessories Buyers Guide

02/07/15

14/07/15

AD SPACE

SIZE (PIXELS)

PRICE

Aug/336

NA

13/08/15

25/08/15

Medium rectangle 1 – ROS 100%

300 x 250

$750

Sep/337

Bus Bodies Buyers Guide

10/09/15

22/09/15

Medium rectangle 2 – ROS 100%

300 x 250

$600

Oct/338

BIC Conference Singapore

08/10/15

20/10/15

Medium rectangle 3 – ROS 100%

300 x 250

$500

Nov/339

Air-conditioning Buyers Guide

05/11/15

17/11/15

Integrated Text

50 words

$500

Dec/340

NA

03/12/15

15/12/15

MAGAZINE DISPLAY AD RATES
AD SPACE

NEWBUSSEARCH.COM.AU

DIMENSIONS

CASUAL

3X

6X

12X

AD SPACE

SIZE (PIXELS)

PRICE

Double page spread

420mm x 297mm

$6,850

$6,600

$6,450

$6,300

Leaderboard

728 x 90

$40 CPM

Full page

210mm x 297mm

$3,550

$3,350

$3,275

$3,200

Mobile Leaderboard

300 x 50

$25 CPM

1/2 page horizontal

190mm x 133mm

$2,200

$2,150

$2,050

$2,000

Medium Rectangle

300 x 250

$40 CPM

1/2 page vertical

120mm x 276mm

$2,200

$2,150

$2,050

$2,000

Hero spot 1

450 x 248

$225 PER WEEK

1/3 page horizontal

190mm x 92mm

$1,450

$1,425

$1,400

$1,350

TBA

$50 PER DAY

1/4 page horizontal

190mm x 66mm

$1,200

$1,175

$1,150

$1,125

1/4 page vertical

92mm x 133mm

$1,200

$1,175

$1,150

$1,125

CLASSIFIEDS AD RATES
AD SPACE

DIMENSIONS

CASUAL

3X

6X

Full page

210mm x 297mm

$3,060

$2,985

$2,910

1/2 page horizontal

190mm x 133mm

$1,620

$1,565

$1,520

1/3 page square

125mm x 135mm

$1,470

$1,430

$1,390

1/4 page horizontal

190mm x 66mm

$835

$805

$770

1/6 page vertical

60mm x 135mm

$600

$580

$555

1/12 page square

60mm x 64mm

$325

$310

$295

1/24 page square

60mm x 30mm

$120

NA

NA

NEWBUSSEARCH
AD SPACE

DIMENSIONS

PRICE

Full page

205mm x 275mm

$2,650

1/2 page

189mm x 120mm

$1,650

Homepage takeover

* Per month pricing. Long-term commitments available on request.

AD SPECS & DELIVERY
PRINT ADVERTISING

All files must be supplied as high-resolution PDFs with embedded fonts; or supplied in Indesign,
Illustrator or Photoshop format.
Images must be in CMYK format at 300dpi with fonts included. Files to be supplied on CD or
uploaded using File Transfer Protocol (FTP) using the followign method:
1. Collect all material into a single folder on your desktop and ensure it it clearly labelled with your
Advertiser name, Publication and Issue Number.
2. In your web browser type the following address: ftp://abc:upload@ftp.traderclassifieds.com.au. User name: abc;
Password: upload.
3. Transfer your folder onto the FTP site.
Be careful not to copy your folder into an existing folder. We will not find it! When supplying extra material
please upload a new folder, do not add the material to your existing folder on ftp.
Using an Apple Mac? Please contact us for a script.

If you have any queries phone Client Services: 1300 362 355.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
All All creatives must be supplied as 72 dpi RGB files/file weight 40KB.
All JPEG, gif, animated gif or swf files must be supplied with a click-through URL.
All flash creatives must be supplied with a back-up gif file.
Note: All Flash creatives must have clickTAGs. Animation length 30 seconds. No URL is to
be embedded in the flash file. Any Flash creative received without a back up gif file will not
be loaded and any delay in the start of a campaign due to incorrectly supplied creatives is
at the advertiser’s risk. Flash ads are not available on newsletters.

ADVERTISING SALES CONTACT
For further information on advertising packages please contact:

Asanka Gurusinha – Group Sales Manager
Phone: 03 9567 4142 Fax: 03 9567 4225 Mobile: 0404 085 374
Email: asanka.gurusinha@bauertrader.com.au
Vincent Villemin – Brand Sales Manager
Phone: 03 9567 4387 Fax: 03 9567 4100 Mobile: 0466 005 715
Email: vincent.villemin@bauertrader.com.au

TYPE AREA
W: 190mm
H: 66mm

TYPE AREA
W: 190mm
H: 277mm

TRIM
W: 420mm
H: 297mm

TYPE AREA
W: 380mm
H: 277mm

TYPE AREA W: 190mm x H: 133mm
TYPE AREA W: 125mm x H: 135mm
TYPE AREA W: 190mm x H: 66mm
TYPE AREA W: 60mm x H: 135mm
TYPE AREA W: 60mm x H: 64mm
TYPE AREA W: 60mm x H: 30mm

1/2 Horizontal
1/3 Square
1/4 Horizontal
1/6 Vertical
1/12 Square
1/24th

W: 210mm x H: 297mm

Specifications correct at October 2013 - subject to change without notice

TYPE AREA W: 190mm x H: 277mm

Full Page

TYPE AREA
W: 92mm
H: 133mm

TYPE AREA
W: 190mm
H: 133mm

Please allow a
20mm safety
gutter in center of
spread

TRIM

BLEED AREA
W: 430mm
H: 307mm

Quarter Page
Vertical

Half Page
Horizontal

ABC Classifieds

Double Page Spread

Quarter Page
Horizontal

Full Page

BLEED AREA
W: 220mm
H: 307mm

TRIM
W: 210mm
H: 297mm

TYPE AREA
W: 190mm
H: 92mm

BLEED AREA W: 220mm x H: 307mm

Third Page
Horizontal

Half Page
Vertical

TYPE AREA
W: 120mm
H: 276mm

TYPE AREA All important information should be 1mm within “type area” for all templates. It should not be designed on the
type area or right up to the type area. This is most important for half page horizontals and half page verticals.

Portrait Adverts Only, No Landscape Adverts Will Be Accepted

For sizes that cannot have a bleed, please use the TYPE AREA for the ad size

nostio dunt nonse tat, vullutat irit
irit adiat ut dolore diam dolor
iuscidunt la acilisim zzrillan velit
wisl duisl eriusci blaore tem duis
et nullam veliquisci erat dunt
wissim ver inismol oborperat.
Lorem ad tem Suscipit etue
magnisis del ut alit nostio dunt
nonse tat, vullutat irit irit adiat ut
dolore diam dolor iuscidunt nullam veliquisci erat dunt wissim
ver inismol oborperat. Lorem
ad tem Suscipit etue magnisis
del ut alit nostio dunt nonse tat,
vullutat irit irit adiat ut dolore
diam dolor iuscidunt

Text is out of type area
Logo is out of type area

Text is within type area
Logo is within type area

Suscipit etue magnisis del ut alit
nostio dunt nonse tat, vullutat irit
irit adiat ut dolore diam dolor
iuscidunt la acilisim zzrillan velit
wisl duisl eriusci blaore tem duis et
nullam veliquisci erat dunt wissim
ver inismol oborperat. Lorem ad
tem Suscipit etue magnisis del ut
alit nostio dunt nonse tat, vullutat
irit irit adiat ut dolore diam dolor
iuscidunt la acilisim zzrillan velit
wisl duisl eriusci blaore tem duis et
nullam veliquisci erat dunt wissim
ver inismol oborperat. Lorem ad
tem Suscipit etue magnisis del ut

alit nostio dunt nonse tat, vullutat
irit irit adiat ut dolore diam dolor
iuscidunt la acilisim zzrillan velit
wisl duisl eriusci blaore tem duis
et nullam veliquisci erat dunt wissim ver inismol oborperat. Lorem
ad tem Suscipit etue magnisis
del ut alit nostio dunt nonse tat,
vullutat irit irit adiat ut dolore diam
dolor iuscidunt nullam veliquisci
erat dunt wissim ver inismol oborperat. Lorem ad tem Suscipit etue
magnisis del ut alit nostio dunt
nonse tat, vullutat irit irit adiat ut
dolore diam dolor

Maserati Beauty

Unacceptable

Specifications correct at October 2013 - subject to change without notice

There are issues with objects that use a ‘rich black’. The system is converting any black that uses more than 100% K. For example if you
pick a black that uses the following breakdown: C: 30 M: 30 Y: 30 K: 100 The system will convert it back to 100% K only. The conversion
only takes place on objects, not images. Please check all work to have either of the following readings for blacks:
OPTION 1 – STANDARD BLACK C:0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 100
OPTION 2 – RICH BLACK – if using plates other than K, make the K 99% - all other plates can be of any value as long as they’re NOT equal
C: 30 M: 28 Y: 32 K: 99

Bleed on black and white
advertisements

Images and block colour only go
out to trim

TRIM
BLEED AREA
TYPE AREA

Images and block
colour go out to bleed

TRIM
BLEED AREA
TYPE AREA

Guidelines for using black

Suscipit etue magnisis del ut alit
nostio dunt nonse tat, vullutat irit
irit adiat ut dolore diam dolor
iuscidunt la acilisim zzrillan velit
wisl duisl eriusci blaore tem duis
et nullam veliquisci erat dunt
wissim ver inismol oborperat.
Lorem ad tem Suscipit etue
magnisis del ut alit nostio dunt
nonse tat, vullutat irit irit adiat ut
dolore diam dolor iuscidunt la
acilisim zzrillan velit wisl duisl
eriusci blaore tem duis et nullam
veliquisci erat dunt wissim ver
inismol oborperat. Lorem ad tem
Suscipit etue magnisis del ut alit

Maserati Beauty

Acceptable

Bleed advertisements: What is acceptable and unacceptable

COLOUR full page, half horizontal or half vertical advertisements can either run to the edge of the page (BLEED) or retain a white border
around the advertisement (NON BLEED). All other sizes cannot have bleeds. A colour bleed advertisement must follow the examples below. If
any advertisment does not meet these specifications it will need to be resupplied at cost to the advertiser.
MONO advertisements must not include BLEED and must run only within the type area.
TYPE AREA is most important as it must contain all essential elements of the advertisement such as text, pics and logos.
TRIM is the actual page area and represents where the paper will be cut in the magazine.
BLEED (Gloss only) should be used when the advert is to run right to the paper edge and should include only non essential elements such as
colour blocks, gradients or graphics that can be cropped off without effecting the finished product. Bleed is not available on Newsprint colour
or black and white advertisements.
ORIENTATION: Portrait adverts only, no landscape adverts will be accepted

Size Specifications

COLOUR - PDF’s should be created with CMYK colours only. No RGB, LAB, pantone or spot colours. Please turn off all colour management
when creating ads. Mono ads should use the black plate only.
FONTS - Please convert all fonts to outlines.
IMAGES - All images should be CMYK and 100% scale at 300dpi before placing into layout. No scaling of images should be done in your
layout. Images taken from the internet are not acceptable.

PDF - PDF’S CREATED FROM MICROSOFT PROGRAMS SUCH AS WORD, PUBLISHER, POWERPOINT AND EXCEL CANNOT BE
ACCEPTED. THESE PROGRAMS CREATE PDFS WHICH WILL NOT MEET OUR SPECIFICATIONS.

TRADER CLASSIFIEDS WILL NOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY CHANGES MADE
TO SUPPLIED ARTWORK WHICH DOES NOT MEET OUR SPECIFICATIONS.

SUPPLIED MATERIAL - All complete supplied artwork must be a PDF which is produced from layout software such as InDesign, Illustrator,
Quark Express etc. ‘Press Quality’ settings with transparency flattened should be used when exporting to PDF. Portrait adverts only, No
Landscape Adverts Will Be Accepted.

Advertising Specifications

